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ABSTRACT

The design process of a power plant can be viewed as machine-chromosome engineering: When
the final layout is implemented, the lifetime operating characteristics, constraints, strengths, and
weaknesses of the resulting power-plant-specimen are durably determined. Hence, the safety,
operability, maneuverability, availability, maintenance requirements, and costs of a power plant are
directly related to the gcodness of its electromechanical-genes. This paper addresses the
desirability of incorporating distributed computing, distributed object management, and multimedia
technologies to power plant engineering, in particular, to design and operations. The promise
these technologies have for enhancing the quality and amount of engineering knowledge available,
concurrently, online, to plant designers, maintenance crews, and operators is put into perspective.
The role that advanced interactive simulations and expert systems will play in the intelligent
automation of power plant design and operations is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

ORNL is involved in national and international development efforts of advanced power plant
concepts aimed at enhancing the desirability and availability of energy source options. Simplicity
of operation, minimal environmental cost, and enhanced safety over extended plant lifespans are
major goals of these efforts. These goals warrant reconsideration of how power plants are
designed and operated.

The design process of a power plant seems extremely complex; it involves the integration of a large
variety of engineering knowledge and the people who possess it. Hundreds of companies and
people with overlapping, and not always consistent, engineering knowledge and goals, interact to
achieve the target goals. Design normally proceeds in parallel.in hierarchically coordinated stages,
where decisions made at one stage often affect significantly both, other design stages and actual
plant operations in the future. For instance, the sizing of components to withstand particular sets
of stress-loads constrains the design of control and safety systems, which in turn impact
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significantly the plant's operability.

The operation of power plants also seems to be extremeiy complex. The lack of control automation
often precludes optimal integration between design and operations; i.e., tasks need to be staged so
that human operators can identify the proper task readily and execute it easily. For instance, if
design features require certain actions to be implemented when a specific plant state is reached, the
designer must devise means to alert and guide the operator to a quick and proper diagnosis and
must generate clear instructions on the actions to take. This results in the creation of alarm panels
and books of procedures documenting the meaning of alarms, their causes, and actions to follow.
Consequently, a good understanding of the plant's systems and procedure collection, intelligence
and discerning thinking while under stress become critical requirements for plant operators.

Complexity, though, is often indicative of usage of technology inadequate for the task. Relentless
significant advances in computing hardware, communications, operating systems, data storage,
displays, and programming paradigms — such as distributed computing, artificial intelligence,
objects, and multimedia - are likely to revolutionize the field of power plant engineering. These
technological advances are expanding the role of computers well beyond most people's fantasy
limits. The entertainment/education [1,2] and manufacturing industries [3] are presently leading on
the application of these advances to their respective fields. Interactive virtual-reality video games,
electronic encyclopedias with interactive explanatory video renditions of their contents, and
concurrent design and stress/thermal-analyses of mechanical components and structures are
becoming pervasive.

Soon, design and operation environments will consists of workstations with computing speed in
the range of 100 MIPS, 1 Gigabyte of local memory, 100 Gigabytes of local data storage, high
resolution sound and video. They will execute mixed local and remote programs — written in
object-oriented languages ~ linked to local and remote object-oriented databases. Computations
will be managed by object-brokering operating systems linked to world-wide resource networks
by means of optical fibers capable of 100 Gigabit/s transfer rates.

The object-oriented hierarchical paradigm has already been successfully applied to programming
languages, simulation environments, graphical user interfaces, and databases. Under development
are object-oriented operating systems and distributed object-management systems to manage
heterogeneous computing environments for hardware-independent distributed applications. To this
end, object request-brokers are being developed to be the kernel of network-wide operating
systems executing messages encoded as templates of named objects, methods, and parameters. In
these environments, existing applications — regardless of the language in which they were
originally written — and their data, will be given new life by encapsulating them as objects
automatically.

This paper addresses the desirability of incorporating distributed computing, distributed object
management, and multimedia technologies to power plant engineering, in particular, to design and
operations. First, the promise these technologies have for enhancing the quality and amount of
engineering knowledge available, concurrently, online, to plant designers, maintenance crews, and
operator, is put into perspective. The work performed at ORNL in these areas is succinctly
described next, followed by a discussion of the role that advanced interactive simulations and
expert systems will play in the intelligent automation of power plant design and operations.

AUTOMATION OF PLANT DESIGN AND OPERATIONS

Automation aims at eliminating redundant, repetitive, boring, and error-prone tasks from the
human agenda. It requires the embedding of fundamental knowledge of options, constraints, and
dependencies in a suitable computing system, so that goals can be fulfilled by little more than their



specification.

The issues involved in the automation of plant operations parallel those pertaining to the automation
of the design process. The design process can be viewed as machine-chromosome engineering, in
that when the final layout is implemented, the lifetime operating characteristics, constraints,
strengths, and weaknesses of the resulting power-plant-specimen (PPS) are durably determined.
The safety, operability, maneuverability, availability, maintenance requirements, and costs of a
PPS depend on its electromechanical-genes. Consequently, the most advanced tools should be
applied to the process of selection and splicing of machine-chromosomes from the best available
engineering-gene pools. These engineering-gene pools reside mainly in the hundreds of
manufacturers, designers, and users of power plant components and systems.

The brain of a PPS is the control system [4]. Hence, it is essential to incorporate the designer's
intent and understanding into a plant's control logic knowledge base, in perpetuity. PPSs relying
on operators to follow procedures acting on their own perceptions of the workings of the system,
are born brain-damaged. Control systems must be fully and properly computerized.
Computerization should not follow traditional man-in-the-loop philosophies: New operational
goals and strategies are possible in digitally controlled PPSs. Proper computerization will facilitate
timely incorporation of technological advances and design changes to correct errors and omissions
detected during design, testing and commissioning; will permit online fine-tuning of plant
performance; and will expedite adaptation to component failures and system reconfigurations.

Seminal work in the research areas of intelligent process monitoring [5,6], advanced simulation
environments [7,8], automatic generation of state equations from symbolic description of a system,
the automatic generation of control equations from the state equations [9], advanced control
algorithms [10], advanced man-machine interfaces [11], and distributed supervisory control
environments [12], has been performed at ORNL since 1984. Figure 1 depicts schematically the
supervisory control prototype developed for the advanced liquid metal reactor (ALMR) and its
communications network. In it, a set of expert systems interacts asynchronously with a realistic
simulation of a multimodular nuclear power plant, a set of distributed automatic controllers, and a
set of advanced human-machine interfaces (HMI) with interactive manual control capabilities.

At the heart of each element in Figure l i s a distinct computing process that can run autonomously
anywhere in the communications network. The plant simulator reproduces, in realtime, the generic
structure and dynamic behavior of a multimodular ALMR power block consisting of three nuclear-
steam-supply systems (NSSS) feeding steam to one balance-of-plant-system (BOPS). The plant
simulation accounts for multiplicities of control components, so that each of its six control rods,
four electromagnetic primary pumps, and two feedwater valves per NSSS; and two feedwater
pumps, two bypass valves, and two atmospheric discharge valves in the BOPS, can be.
manipulated independently [13]. The expert systems view the plant, controllers, and HMIs as
encapsulated as objects with which they exchange messages. Each expert system codifies, in the
form of if-then rules, knowledge on the dynamics and management of interactions between the
operator, the automatic controllers, and those plant processes under its jurisdiction.

The distributed environment in Figure 1 is extremely flexible and interactive. The operator can
select at any time the degree of his/her direct involvement in any of the plant control loops.
Consequently, any combination of transients involving control actuators such as control rods,
valves, and pumps can be studied by setting the appropriate controllers in manual mode. The
network of ESs, in parallel, diagnose events as they occur and maintain the plant within operating
envelopes. When protection limits are approached, the ESs warn and advise the operator and take
corrective actions if needed. This prototype has demonstrated that well integrated distributed
expert-system and object-oriented technologies can play a very significant role in the design and
automatic operation of advanced power plants.



The automation of the design process itself will require new, seemingly complex but intuitive [14],
engineering tools. These tools will broaden the scope of designers and operators and convert them
into idea specialists, bound only by their own imagination, intuition, and creativity. The impact of
these tools on productivity and creativity will be more dramatic than that of computerized word
processing, desktop publishing, and drafting tools. The role of the designers and operators in
intelligently automated systems will be that of high level knowledge integrators, task specifiers,
and supervisors.

The Role of Expert Systems and Interactive Simulations in Future Design and
Operations

The amount and quality of engineering data that high-speed communications, multimedia, and
distributed computing technologies will make available to plant designers, maintenance crews, and
operators, could be asphyxiating if not managed intelligently. Equipment manufacturers and
vendors will soon provide comprehensive documentation of their products as object-oriented
multimedia databases in optical-storage media (CD ROMs) and online by means of high speed
computer networks. Each product in a manufacturer's database will constitute a software object
amenable to being manipulated by other local and remote objects. Each object will contain audio-
visual information on its technical specifications, design rational, functionality, means of
calibration, testing, dynamics simulation, and certification.

Power plant designers will then be able to incorporate into their design process manufacturer's
dynamic analyses objects, such as configurators, simulators, validators and diagnosticians; by
either importing them or by linking to them as they run in the manufacturer's computers. Any
process component will be operable from any node in the network transparently, as if being in the
user's workstation. Products will be evaluated by themselves and as integrated in compounded
functional blocks in the overall system as if already built. In addition, designers will be able to
research online, "what-if' issues merely by modifying the standard product's class-object in the
manufacturer's simulations. In turn, manufacturers and vendors will be able to evaluate rapidly the
feasibility and cost impact of tentative customizations. As shown in Figure 2, libraries of
standardized, validated, software objects will be similarly available, online, at specialized national
and international archives of engineering knowledge. Power plant operators will have access to
similar resources focused on components and systems of the plant as built, from a local archive in
the plant operations resource network.

To prevent avalanches of information, expert-system technologies will be used to develop front-
end bidirectional interfaces between data and users. Expert systems (ES) are computer languages
in which knowledge is represented primarily in the form of rules. (Note that one can consider
Prolog, Mathematica, Fuzzy, and Spreadsheet programs as members of the expert-system habitat).
Rules are part of the object-oriented programming paradigm also. Rules can be viewed as meta-
objects constituted by one or more objects, each object waiting for the reception of particular
messages. A rule is, thus, an object that responds to combinations of not-necessarily-consecutive
messages. The management of these rule objects is performed by so-called "inference engines"
which are independent of the knowledge base itself. Expert systems can, thus, be considered
object oriented databases with an inference engine as message-broker. Learning, exploration,
modification, creation of meta-applications can be facilitated by using expert systems to encode
common sense, analysis, and classification expertise.

Plant designers and operators will, thus, be assisted by constellations of ubiquitous ESs of varied
kinds and sizes, to fulfill their goals [15]. All ESs will implement bypass, rule-hosting, and
explanatory capabilities. Interactions with the workstation will be graphically oriented not
requiring programming skills from the users. A hierarchy of front-end ESs will extract from the
flow of input/output (I/O) data, in context, the information needed by the requested and requestor,.
The workstation's display real estate will be managed dynamically by a screen-allocator ES to



ensure that pertinent icons, graphs, windows and menus are displayed. Icons, when selected, will
automatically link to their host's front-end ES and execute queries according to the present design
or operating context. Note that workstation users will always be able to examine the front-end
ES's rational, bypass it to access the raw database, and link custom rules to tailor the front-end's
behavior to the immediate task.

Families of consistency checking ESs will act as demons to trigger, automatically, pertinent
computing agents as soon as minimum bounding conditions get fulfilled or changed. These
computing agents will be autonomous, run concurrently, and include simulation objects,
dimensioning objects, control-design objects, stress/strain-analyzers, risk-assessment objects,
safety-margin-assessment objects, maintenance-managers, statistical-modelers, diagnostics-
objects, etc., as well as specialized ESs to set, execute, and analyze their results. Good simulators
are at the heart of an automation tool; intelligent design and operation depend on them [16]. In
turn, simulators require simulation and database packages with a high degree of automation.

The design workstation will generate automatically a database of the plant, concurrently, as design
proceeds. This design-database will be object-oriented, will be updated incrementally - triggered
by completeness-demons —, and will comprise functional schematics, technical specification data-
sheets, operational characteristics, risk assessment data, performance limitations, blue-prints, and
maintenance requirements. This design database will be a lifetime fundamental component in the
plant operations resource network.

Design certification and licensing will be performed interactively with the automatic assistance of a
family of specialized ESs cognizant of the plant's design and regulatory requirements, and a set of
simulation objects configured directly from the design layout. These simulation objects will
implement operational and control strategies as well as the process dynamics of the plant. The
operator's control console simulation will also be automatically configured from the specifications
in the design database. In addition a user-friendly front-end will be available for interactive
perturbation of the plant components and systems. Design duty-cycle transient events, alone and
in combinations among themselves and other handicapping conditions, will be run and analyzed in
parallel to produce maps of stress/strain, temperature, pressure, level, and flow across the plant.
Licensing events — involving the physical boundaries, sources and sinks of the working fluid's
mass, energy and momentum — will similarly be run and analyzed with additional emphasis on
health and environment concerns. This integrated simulation and analysis environment will be
usable to appraise prospective utilities of the goodness of the plant design and to train operations
personal.

Prior to initial plant operation, the plant control workstation will run a construction-certification ES
to ascertain that the plant was built according to the design plans. To this effect, 3-dimensional
renditions of the plant will be generated from the design database and compared with images
obtained by navigating a stereo-video camera through the plant. Discrepancies will be eliminated
by modifications of the design database or the plant and the final video data will be incorporated
into the plant's operational database. Once the plant is started and has reached equilibrium at rated
power level, the same procedure will be repeated with the additional gathering of infrared video.
This will let the ES assess the repositioning of plant components and temperature fields across the
plant when going from zero-power to rated-power operation. Periodically, the plant should be
renavigated for the ES to certify that no dislocation of equipment and structures has occurred since
the original startup.

During operation, the plant control workstation will generate automatically a database of the plant's
performance. This operations database will be object-oriented, will be updated continuously and
incrementally triggered by reporting demons, and will comprise present, past and projected what-if
status of process parameters, operator actions, and equipment status, as well as past and present
audio and video information pertaining to activities in man and unmanned plant areas. The



operator will be able to perform "what-if' queries to ESs managing mathematical and heuristic
simulation models of plant components and systems. These simulation ESs will configure
computationally efficient simulation models for accurate, faster than realtime, prediction of the
dynamic behavior of the parameter of interest for the required time-span. The plant's performance
will be continuously analyzed by critic ESs responsible for reporting and discovery of evolutionary
methodologies for the selection of control strategies, data retrieval, display, and analysis, during
the plant's lifetime.

To conclude, let us elucubrate on how the operators of intelligently automated design tools (IADT)
and power plants (LAPP) will go about performing their tasks. To design a power plant, the
designer may start by specifying roughly the target characteristics. The IADT will then propose a
more detailed design and schematics based on prior historical data — by interpolating from the
closest similar designs found in its knowledge-network - or on first principles. The designer,
then, will interactively tailor this design in stages and/or in parallel assisted by self-driven pools of
knowledge. For instance, the designer can opt for having active simulation-demons to trigger
computations of process parameters under steady nominal, and bounding transients as soon as the
simulation's minimal running constraints are satisfied. Then the results of these simulations will
be analyzed automatically by component dimensioning and constraint validation ESs. As a result
the designer will receive a proposal for sizing of loop components, such as pipes, pumps, and ht^t
exchangers, and the operating envelopes. Subsequent changes in any component or parameter will
cause the simulation demons to trigger new computations and related analyses. The designer
could, for instance, resize a pump or replace it with one from a different manufacturer by the mere
manipulation of screen icons. This will trigger a new simulation of the plant's dynamics at rated
power without necessarily stopping the original simulation. The designer will consequently be
able to compare both designs running concurrently a similar transient, such as a pump-trip event.
To this end, the IADT will generate automatically, both screen plots of the parameters affected and
a comparative performance report. Once the designer is satisfied with one of the tentative designs,
he/she can kill the computations associated with the discarded choices, and invoke other pertinent
ES tools such as control tuners, risk assessors, maintenance planners, ancillary equipment and
utility services configurators.

The operator of an LAPP will interact with the display's front-end ESs and will control the flow of
information by means of keyboards, voice, sight, and electronic pointers such as mouse, light
pen, and touch sensitive devices [17]. By selecting a specific device, system or parameter, the
operator will be presented with a menu of choices. Choices for a process parameter could be its
present value, its history and trend, whether it is measured, raw or generated from others, and
whether it can be verified by redundancy information. Choices for a device could be a zoom-in
new schematic describing it in greater detail, a display of a live video picture of the device with
normal or infrared light, a description of its inputs and outputs, its functionality as part of the
system to which it belongs, its functionality in relation to other equipment or systems, its
maintenance history, a simulation of its operation, etc..

The operator of an IAPP will also be able to visually "navigate" through the plant by means of 3-
dimensional renditions generated from the design database. At any point the "navigator" will be
able to invoke detailed specific design data for a particular component merely by bringing the
appropriate tool icon to it. The operator will then request the display of plant schematics with live
signal readings overlaid on the schematic. Selected displays will be presented automatically by the
ES as needed. The operator will have access to live and time-tagged video and audio data of
essential equipment areas of the plant recorded with stereo video cameras with stereo sound and
infrared viewing capabilities. The audio-video database will be created by a family of audio and
video ESs. The video ESs will have motion detection capabilities in both the infrared and normal
frequency ranges, and will control camera positioning, zooming, focusing, iris opening and area
lighting as needed. The audio ESs will have background filtering, feature identification,
directionality and focusing capabilities. Both, video and audio ESs will automatically convey



information to the operator, control computer, and audio-video database upon detection of changes
in the plant.

The most important features of an IAPP will manifest during transients under abnormal operating
conditions. Diagnostics and operational-limits-protection ESs, in conjunction with automatically-
triggered faster-than-realtime simulations, will provide the operator and the automatic control
system, with (1) more time for orderly maneuvering by detecting abnormalities early before the
situation becomes extreme; (2) projections of plant state by both simulation and comparison to
transient data generated at design time; (3) evaluations of alternate strategies aimed at minimization
of a variety of time and situation dependent goals, such as the extension of mechanical
components1 lifetime; (4) strategies to avoid operation close to parameter-limit protection
boundaries, and (5), when exceeding a parameter-limit is unavoidable, strategies that consider the
strain history of the plant and, accordingly, minimize the long-term plant investment impact of the
event [18]. Note that, in principle, the operator will only be involved at a very high level in the
control of the plant, mostly as a supervisor, during all transients. Nevertheless, operators will be
able to exercise manual control as much as they deem it necessary, at any time.

CONCLUSIONS

Automation of power plant design and power plant operations are closely interrelated and require
similar tools and approaches. Redundant, repetitive, and deterministic tasks are productivity
burdens, tedious, and error-prone: they must be automated.

Intelligently integrated expert-system, simulation, object-oriented, multimedia, and distributed
computing technologies will be significant contributors to the automation of power plants and their
design. Expert systems can be ideal to embed, in a flexible and open manner, fundamental
knowledge of requirements, options, constraints, dependencies, capabilities, and goals of a
multiplicity of devices, databases, and tools.

Object-brokering operating systems under development hold the promise of standardizing message
passing protocols for distributed computations. Expert-system shells will need to be redesigned to
facilitate distributed operations and transparent integration of their products into object-oriented
computing and knowledge-resource networks. To accommodate the variety, in size and purpose,
of expert systems to be developed, small, encapsulated inference-engine objects must be
developed. These inference engines could travel through the network to meet data or to seek
computing resources (i.e., idle CPU time).

Environments for object-oriented numerical and qualitative simulation of power plant process and
control dynamics, as well as for the dynamics of mechanical components, structures, and electrical
systems, must be developed and integrated into commercial CAD tools. Toolboxes of certified
simulation objects must be developed to be integral parts of the design and operations environment.
These developments should help to ensure that neither the designer nor the operator of a plant will
ever be in a position of having to take action without the benefit of knowing what is to be expected
from its execution.
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Figure 1. Distributed computing environment of the prototype supervisory
control system for a multimodular ALMR consisting of three
Power-Blocks, each with three nuclear steam supply systems and
one balance of plant system.
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Figure 2. Schematic of advanced environment with world-wide
resource-networks for power plant design.


